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Perceived Conflict of Interest
Jeopardizes Future of Clinic
By Ted Lee

The University of Michigan Law
School 's Child Advocacy Clinic has
been brought to a standstill in one
Washtenaw County Probate Court due
t<' a potential conflict of mteresl.
Probate Judge Lorin Campbell has or·
dered any representalion by the Clinic
in his court be withdrawn because of
C"linic Director Donald Duquette's
position as a Washtenaw County Corn·
missioner.
The Law School Administration has
entered into discussions with Probate

Courl Chief Judge Rodney E. Hutchinson and Campbell in order to reach
some agreement to allow
the
Clinic's continued representation in
Washtenaw P robate Court.
Potential Conflict of Interest
Duquette was elected to the
Washtenaw County Commission in 1980
and re-elected in 1982. During his term,
Duquette has discussed with the
probate judges his possible conflict of
interest in that he votes as a Commissioner on the portion of the County
budget a llocated to the Probate court.
He also appears befor e the court when
representing the Child Advocacy

Roy Seeks
Profit For
L aw School
ilk Law School fund's Annual Report i.1
distributed today in tile L11w
~rongle Notes. The Fund's dtrectur,
~lessor Roy Proffitt. reflects on wm1'
~L.'> of his nineteen years of f und
• 1'111 activities at tile Law School.
~ "'JI

T his is your twentieth year
director or lhc Law School Fund.
Ho" did you become interested in
raising money ro r the Law School'!
RP
Whe n the Law School
Fund <LSF> started in 1961 , I was
.lt.s.SlStant Dean. The University
~,., t \'ery sophisticated in its funrl
-a::.1ng activities. The Law School
.z. that 1t had an alumm that. 11
asUd, would support the school In
• Allen Smith and Charles J omer
~ .meed the University to Jet tht•
L;g
School create the Fund Thost'
~ and Professor Wellman ran 1t
f:r the first three years. Dut1cs
~ then reassigned and I inherited
llG:

ti

RG : How much or your t ime do

~ou

d wor king with the Fund'?
RP· Well. it has turned out to b<' a
m-y demanding job. ln the earl)
ay.s we expected it to be a seasonal
t;;ng. endmg in the fall. But 1t ex·
paDded. Now, J spend 50 percent of
mv time in connection with fund
:-al.smg. The fund also employs
tr..-ee other staff persons.
!RG T h e Annual Report, which will
_ dist ri buted today, notes that
Hlcbigan Law School was the rir<;t
bL ta w school to create such a

EP: • ThaL's true. There were also
ref)' few private Jaw schools with
activit ies a t the lime. I thmk
Jooked at Ha r va r d, Yale .
r--go, S ta nford, ~en nsylvania
Dd ~oJumbia at the t1me and adop·
f'rl portions of some of these
~ams.

Seel'ng~3

Ulscussion was on human r ights al tbe Cooley Lecture panel discussion last
Thursday, November 3. From tert to right: Professors Paul Weiler and Don
H<'.:an, Dean Terrance SandaiO\\ , Professors Jochen Frowein and Francis
.Jacobs.

Clinic's clients. An agreement was
allegedly reached in whicll Duquette
disqualified himself from voting on cer·
ta in issues, including the judges'
salaries.
On September 27, 1983, however.
Duquette, who serves as Chairman of
the County's Ways and Means Commitlee, made a motion to reduce the
allocation for juvenile detention by
about $100,000, some 10% of the total
a!Joca lion. His motion included a
proposal to reserve those funds until a
consultant could be hired to evaluate
the entire juvenile sys te m in
Washtenaw County, and then to release
those funds for home care a lloca tions,
an alterna tive to detention.
P robate Judge Lorin Campbell apparently fell Duquette had overstepped
the bounds of their earlier understanding. Campbell sent a letter in October
to Dean Sandalow in which he discussed
the conflict of interest. He informed
Sandalow that he would refuse permission for appear ance by lhe Clinic in
his court.
On November 2, Campbell ordered
a ttorney Ellen Gesmer, who is
associated with the Clinic, to withdraw
from a case that was to be heard in
CarnpbeU's court that day.
Law School Administration Reacts
According to Dean Sandalow, Campbell's a ction "took us by surprise.''
Sanda low responded by entering into
discussions with the P roba te Chief
J udge Rodney E. Hutchinson in order
to reach some understanding.
As of Monday, Sandalow was "not
sure where we are." He thought a temporary understanding had been
reached as of last week, but Cam·
pbell's ordering Gesrner's withdrawal
suggests otherwise . Probate Judge
Hutchinson refused to comment on the
negotiations. Judge Campbell was
unavailable for comment as he was in
meetings and in court for two straight
days.

Cassin, Radin, Sharp Ousted
By Brad Heinl

TREASL"RER PETER RADIN and
Lawyers Club Board of Governors
Representatives Steven Cassin and Rex
Sharp W<'re automatically ousted from
the Law School Student Senate on Monday night for fa ilure to attend three
consecutive meetings. The LSSS constitutional provision mandating their
removal also permits their reinstatement upon a two-thirds vote of
remaining senators.
Senate President Shelia Johnson expressed anger at senators' failure to at·
tend meetings. She noted that last
week's meetings had to be cancelled for
Jack of a quorum.
In a ddition, student orga nizations
and senate committees have been crip-

pled by a lack of funds in senate accounts. Senator Mike Wilson complained that the copy center would not
accept BLSA materials because there
was no money to transfer to its accounts. He noted that BLSA members who
had fronted money to the organization
were not being reimbursed because of a
backlog of paperwork on Radin's desk.
A BLSA request for money to purchase a typewriter was denied temporarily on Monday night until the
senate could ascertain the whereabouts
of about $4 ,200 in a capital im·
provements fund set up last year .
Senators noted that no senate account
has contained more tha n $1,000 in the
past several weeks. However, J ohnson
speculated that funds may not have

been transferred yet from an account
managed by Dean Ecklund to the
senate account. ConsequenUy, money
set aside for capital improvements may
have been depleted over the past
several months to pay for on-going
senate expenses. Former Treasurer
Radin could not be reached for comment on Monday night.
J ohnson informed the senate thal she
had sent a letter to Radin requesting
him to st.av more current in his paper·
work. After Radin's ouster became appa r ent, Wilson, J ohnson and VICepresident Jim Lancaster said that they
would not consider his remstaternent
until he finishes his backlog of paperwork.
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'Street Person' Sues for$1 6 Million

by Ru s tewart
An .<\nn Arbor res ident who was
booted from the law library because he
didn't have a research pass has filed a
Sl6 m illion complaint in Federal
District Court. Named as defendants in
t he case are the University of
Michigan, the security guard on duty
during the incident. and two U of M
security officers.
Glen L. Rober ts, 21 , of 1352 Wilmot
Street, who filed the complajnt without
the aid of a lawyer, asserts a claim
based on the " First Amendment, 42
U.S.C. 1983, and all other applicable
statutes." tn addition to seeking $4
million from each defendant, he also
has asked Judge Charles W. Joiner to
stop the defendants from " preventing,
interfering, or regulating the general
public's peaceable use of t he University
of Michigan law libra ry, a Federal Depository libra ry. " Joiner teaches Trial
Practice at the law school on Wednesday nights.
The s uit a rose from an incident on

Sunday, September 11 a t 4 p.m ., when
Roberts entered the law library to do
research for a Fr eedom of Information
Act case with which he is involved.
Roberts ru ns a computer software
company he calls Zentech Corp.
Roberts states that he has occasionally
used the library in the past but had
never before encountered any guards .
However, on that particular Sunday,
Roberts said he was stopped at the entrance to the library addition by a
security guard and told thalthe library
was a private facility for the use of law
students, lawyers , and people with
passes.
After arg uing about whether the
library was public or private, Rober ts
alleges that he asked the g uard what he
would do if Roberts proceeded to use
the library without a pass. The guard
replied that he would call U of M
Security. According to the complaint,
Roberts then " p.roceeded to peaceably
use the facility."
A few m inutes later University
security of(icers appeared and asked

Roberts for some identification. Roberts gave them his passport. After Roberts refused to give his current s treet address and said he had no home phone,
the officers allegedly called him a
" street person" and asked h1m whe re
he had s lept the pre vious night He
replied, ' 'in a bed.' '
The officers escorted Roberts out of
the building. Roberts said that whjle
they were leaving, the officers told him
t hat " future entry into Universi ty
property would subject him to arrest. "
Roberts complains that by being
banished from University properly, he
has been tried, convicted, and sente n·
ced " in clear violation of the cons titutional rights of a person accused of
a crime." He said in his complaint that
the threat of a rrest has denied him access to medical care at the University
Hospital ("this could subject Plaintiff
to death " ), voting facilities, public
events , and a fed e r a l depository
library.
Ma r ga ret Lea r y. the library 's
associate director , said Roberts was

- - - Notices
ALL STUDENTS ~re invited and e.ncouraged to attend ron10rrow's wee.kl y
P .A.D. ' noon luncheon in the Lawyer's
Pub lounge to hear the dynamic Karen
Oniier, Executive Secre tary of Phi
Alpha Delta Lnternational Law Fraternjty, present highlights of her seminar
on "Effecti ve Public Speaking.' ' Ms.
Oniier will also entertain questions
abut her experiences as a bail bond investigator, a nd as a clerk for the Public
Defender and a trustee in bankruptcy.
Ms. Onifer will also be available to
discuss the benefits of P .A.D. membershlp while in law school as it relates to a
legal career . Bring your meal tray
from the dining hall or brown bag it.
Coffee and tea provided.

CI VI L R IGHTS LAWYER Ar thur
Kinoy will be speaking on Sunday,
November 13 at 7:30 p.m . The National
Lawyers' Guild is sponsor ing Kinoy, a
well known constitutional law scholar
whose just completed book Rights on
Trial was recently published by Harva rd University Press. Watch for an
announcement of the place.
STUDIES IN FRAr-.:CE - The French
Government is offering s cholarships
for three-month and one-year study
programs in France. I nterested students must apply no taler than November
30, 1983. For additional information,
see Virginia Gordan (308 HH).
RICH OCHOA, a first year , won the

THE AM ERICAN BAR Association's
Law Student Division is again sponsoring its annual National Appellate
Advocacy Competition. The University
of M.ichigan is permitted to enter two
tea ms in the competition. Entry a pplications are due November 30. For
further information interested students should check the bulletin board by
the LSSS o£fice and contact their
ABA/LSD representatives Dean Rielberg at 996.{)476 or Nancy Siegel at 9945287.
ALL ELS MEMBERS are invited to a
poUuck dinner at 6:30p.m. on Sunday,
November 20, at 619 W. Summit. Check
the ELS buJletin board for fu r ther
details.
" DON' T MESS with our Bill of
Rights! "
The ACLU Regional
Legislative Conference is Saturday,
November 12, 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m . in
Detroit, at Mercy College. The conference will assess threats to the Bill of
Righ ts under the Reaga n Administration , with panels and
workshops on civil rights, women 's
rights. information blocks, fighting city
hall, and lobbying.
Key s peakers will be J ohn Shattuc k,
ACLU Legis laUve Director , a nd Dr.
Ma ry Berry of the Civil R igh ts Comm ission If you need a r ide to Detroit,
sign up 10 the 1\"ational Lawyers Guild
office (basement near handout room >.
or call Ba r bara LockJm·George, I 8424749. for car poolmfor mation

LSSS sponsored mini-marathon on October 25. Rich outpaced the field of
twe nty with a winning lime of 16:30over
the conser vatively estimated 2.6 mile
Arboretum cours e.
Finishing second in the men 's
division was pre-race favor ite Ron
Lang, a second year, a nd tied for third
were second year Kevin Wu rster, and
first year Lang Sias.
In the women's division, third year
Debbie Somerville fought off a strong
challenge from second place finisher
Laurie Barritt to win in 22 :00. Third
year Meg Waite finished thi rd.
JOliN R EEO ha s r eceived the
Harrison Tweed Awa rd for outstanding
contr ibutions in the field of continuing
legal education. Professor Reed served
as the director of the Institute of Continuing Legal Education from 1968 to
1973.
DR. NEFTALI GARCIA will speak on
the economic and ecological c risis in
Puerto Rico, on Wednesday, Nov. 16 at
7: 30p.m . in the West Conference Room
of Rac kham .
ALL STUDENTS are invited to the Environme ntal Law Society's series of
"Earthwatch " progra m s on current
environmental 1ssues. Wa tch for s igns.
St\ \ ' E \'OliR BOOKS! P .A.D. will be
sponsoring a s tudy-aid book sa le soon.

.

J ULIE STEI NER, from the ACLU
National Legislative Offi ce, will speak
on " The Erosion of Civil Righ ts under
the
Reagan
Adm inistr ation "
TOMORROW, Thursday November 10
at 7 p.m . in the Lawyers' Club Lounge.
Refreshments provided. Sponsored by
WLSA.
THE AMERICAN BAR AssOCiation's
Law Student Division is sponsoring its
1984 Client Counseling Competition.
This year's topic is "LandJord-Tenant
Problems." The University of Michigan
is permitted to enter one team in the
com petition. Entry applications are
due November 30. For further information, inter ested students s hould
c.heck the bulletin board by the LSSS office a nd contact their ABA / LSD
representatives Nancy Siegel at 9945287 or Dean Rietberg at996-0476.
ANY LAW SCHOOL Student Sena te
funded or ganization or comm ittee
which expects to have need of lhe Law
School Copy Center can simplify the
procedure by providing the names and
signatures of two people authorized by
that committee or organization to sign
copy requisition fo r ms . A sheet is
posted on the bulletin board outside the
Senate office, for thjs purpose. Please
respond promptly.
First Year Elective Panel Discussion
- Room 100 H.H. Professors Chambers, Gray , Pier ce, Green, Garth ,
Regan, Lempert, J .B. White and Watson - November 10, 4 :00 p.m .
Studt>nt Advisors Ope n House
Room 412 H.H. - November 14th , 11 1:30p.m .
Course Selection Panel Discussion Room 100 H.H. Faculty members to be
announced. - November 14th , 3:30
p.m .
Preclass ification <Course Selrction J
Deadlinr Room 300 H.H. -Nove mber
16, 4: 00p.m .
Predassification Results - Room 200
H.H. For mal Registration and Addition
of Courses for those wbo have been
" redlined'' - Dece mbe r 5 - 7 9:30 11:30 a .m . and 1:30- 4:00 p .m .

free to use the library for r esearch "but
he never asked for a pass." According
to Leary . research passes are given to
a ll people who say they have a research
need. She denied Roberts' claim that
passes are unavailable on Sundays_
Roberts. she said, could have obtaim!d
a temporary pass, and will still be given
a research pass if he fil ls out an application.
Roberts said the pass offer is an em.
pty gesture because he will be arrested
if he tries to use il. He is convinced the
·•arrest order" will "supersede'' the
library pass. He said that U of ~I
security will neither rescind nor discuss
the ''arrest order."
Mean while, to gather materials to
continue hjs research, Roberts filed a
F OIA request for all documents and
books io the law library. The official
response noted that copy charges would
e xceed $23 million and suggested that
he a pply for a research pass.
The Mjchigan Daily quoted Roberts
as s tating that the $16 million is an "ar·
bitrary figure ... unless these guys get
their finge rs burned, they'll keep
harassing people." Roberts has also
filed a civil rights complaint against the
security officers with the FBI.
Peter Davis of Davis & Fajen, P.C.,
counsel for the Defendants, called the
s uit "silly" a nd s tated " and that's how
I'm going to approach it." The answer
mus t be filed next week.

.Great Places
Trov•l Consultants .i'
. .;;:,

Your Friendly Travel Professionals

THE
LOWEST
AI RFARES!
From the fastest,
most accurate
and reliable
computerized
travel system
available.
No Waitmg-lnstanl Reserva tions
The \llost Current Lowest Fares
U of M 81lling & Delivery
24 Hour Hot Li ne
Ins tant Airline Boarding Passes
MaJor Cred1t Ca rds Honored
Car Rental Hotels, Tours
Amtrak. Eurall Passes
Co rporate Rate Program Availa ble
Save Up To 40% On Ho tel Ra tes
W1th Our "Spec1al" Contract Plan
No Hidden Charges

• •

•

•

•

208 EAST WASHINGTON
Bet ween 4th & 5th Avenues , Ann Arbo1

769-1776

Mon. lhru Fri. 9AM to 5.30PM Sal. lOAM to I PM
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Embrace Your Profession, Sue the Bastards
By Bruce Vielmetti
"Women will never have as good a
rofessionallife as men." That was the
i;ank opinion Nina Totenberg delivered
<n about 200 professional women at a
Jomen and the Law Conference held
recently a t the Michigan League. The
Women Law Students Association
:eJped the Women Lawyers Association
ri Michigan organize the conference.
rotenberg, 39, is the legal affairs
fPOrteT for National Public Radio and
as been honored six times by the
Amer ican Bar Association for her
:~JVerage of the Supreme Court.
Totenberg's disappointing prediction
rasonly half of what she called a "good
1165/bad news speech. " The brighter
Ide reilected her optimism that women
ill at least improve their professional
ot. and included her own prescriptions
rspeeding the change.

After a lunch of quiche and spinach
alad (no manly beef or bourbon>.
otenberg read from a hand-written
peech, occasionally adding externlll'llneous remarks.
Totenberg explained that fam rly conems will always keep women as a
fOUP
fr om
embracing
their
rofessions as successfully as men can.
~1en," she said, "though they may
are, simply do not make the same
acririces for family as women are
illing lo make. And it's foolish to think
-.at will change entirely in our
etune. ·•
''When I got into this business," she
ttalled, " 1 wanted to be the first
emale Waller Cronkite or James
3eston. Then I got mart•ied and
-ea!Jzed I couldn't work until 11 p.m.
1
~y in and day out."
Totenberg said the law profession is
•: 1east doing better than many others
giving women the same chance as
:en to reach and enjoy the lop levels of
zeir careers. but cited a recent
erican Lawyer article that
.:ronicled the job paths of the 1974
men graduates of Harvard Law
.dlool. Many who fizlled out or read:sled their ambitions cited family
:mands as the number one reason.
I ·women ar e getting to the near-lop,"

"
I

~

I"'

sa ld, " bul they'" sti II not the

political heavyweights, the rainmakers." She called the few who have
made it to the very lop, like Supreme
Cour t Justice Sandra Day O'Connor ,
" Superwomen."
Though a t NPR women hold many of
the lop editor ial positions, Totenberg
sa id that in her profess ion as a whole
there a re j ust too many extremely well
qualified women journalists stuck at
the near-lop because of traditional
male dominance.
" Frankly," she said, " 1 think the
solution Is to sue the bastards."
She talked with some antic ipation
about the His hon case before the
Supreme Court. in which a woman
lawyer asserts that she was denied a
promotion to partner at her law firm
because of sexual discrimination.
Totenberg topped her list of remedies
with the admonition that women teach
their male children lo be better men, to
share the responsibilities and the
sacrifices of having both profession and
famiJy. "One big sacrifice cut two ways
is two smaller sacrifices," she said.
When asked later if that prescription
was, in effect, writing off adult males
as a lost cause, Tolenberg replied.
" When l need help or support. I don't
want to have to educate you. That's
your mother's job, or your girlfriend's
job. In a pinch, I just think that's where
you turn COther women) a re the more
natural constituency."
However, Totenberg did recall one
lesson she gave about job-family tensions from women's view. " A male
colleague of mine had been working
late and out of town for a couple weeks
straight, and was getting in big trouble
with his wife, and worrying because he
didn't know what to do about it. I told
him, 'Bill, flowers will help.'"
On the broader issue of women and
power. both economic and political,
Totenberg urged women to complain
loudly when they're left out of influential groups and positions.'"'Polllics is a
tough, expensive game," she said. " But
you can win, and when women win, it
makes a difference." She stressed the
importance and reality of giving
money to women candidates, "and not

jusl$20, but $l50 o' 1500 o' $2(1(10."

"Politics is where the action is, and
women must act in concerted effort to
benefit us, us. " Remember," Toteoberg said, " We a re the majority." The
remark was one of several to draw applauding approval from the audience.
Tolenberg attacked the Reagan ad·
ministration for its poor record of appointing women to the federa l bench,
despite J ustice O'Connor. She noted
that unUI the end of last year , Reagan
had failed to appoint any women to U.S.
courts of appeal, and had named only

Nina Totenberg speaking aL the Women and the La\\ Conference
at the Michigan League .
five women to the 74 openings on
district court benches.
Answering questions after her address, Totenberg called the press
restrictions during the invasions of
Grenada an "outrage," adding lhat
"even Israel always brings an independent journalist of record along on all its
military endeavor s."

On the futu" of Na tiona I Public

~r?.!~!./~'!.!~!:Vie.P~ ,?.!}<wL~~ ~ra ~~~§them,.

'lkhigan a lumni compare with that
'elthese schools?
RP: That's difficult to answer Ancual giving programs now are
oommon. Most schools publish an·
'rua1 reports. In terms of percent or
ilumnl participating, we are not the
"'P but we are near it. Ours I!> -12 4
I pa-cent. Some others make about 50
; percent Only two or three schools
ore ahead of us. Harvard and
\ltchigan change positions yl:'nr in
and year out. Last year. theirs was
, 7 percenl. My own goal, and I
:::mk that of the comm1ttec, is to
lraiseoursoverthe SOpercentmark.
RG: Are recent graduate~ gh•ing
ve tha n older classes?
iP. Since lhe Student Funded
fellowship started three or four
)ears ago , the immediate result wa!;
'h1gher percent of participation by
...1sses that had just graduated ll's
'.lrd to tell what the end result will
1

.e
RG: ooes anyone ever nltempt to

,. a girt to the Law School with an
M(rnlsslon or the giver's child '!

peel we have had two or three.
Generally the answer is no. It may
be true in some places. It isn't true
here. One man, who was unrelated
to the Law School, joined the
President's Club <promising a cash
gift of $10,000) a few years ago. J
wrote h1m a letter thanking him for
his promised support and asked,
coincidenta lly,why he chose to give
to the Law School. He told me lhat
he had a son who was about to enter
Law School and that he wanted to do
everything he could to help the boy.
Well, I told him that I didn't think
that a contribution would do any
good, but I thanked him nonetheless.
The boy was not admitted. The
father then withdrew his support of
the Law School. So, it happens, but
very rarely.
RG: Tile Report mentions " in-kind
girts" to the Law School. Do you
ever receive unusual in-kind girts ?
RP : We have received two very
unusual gifts. One was a set of 32 antique pistols and an antique rifle.
We were supposed to dispose of

Radio, she said, " NPR will make it, but
it's hard to say whether we'll be able to
maintain the same high quality news
coverage and programming." Totenberg a lso said she was looking forward
to working with the new president of
NPR, Doug Bennett, and expressed
confidence that he would be able to lead
the network out or the present fiscal
crisis lhat bas cut repor ting sta[fs 2.5
percent and just about e liminated
travel money and overtime.
Even if NPR were to fold completely,

the untve<:::m

Investment Office, which usuaUy
handles such gifts lo the Univesity.
They didn't know what to do with
them. They told me to dispose of
them. So I had, for quite some time,
this set of pistols in a great big
leather box in my closet. .. . We
finally sold them to a local fellow for
a little over $6000.
Another unusual gift, and I hope
such gifts don't continue, was a used
Buick. That one, we got rid of by
turning in to the Univesity Motor
Pool. They sold it at a used car auction for about $600.
RG : We published an article that
you had wr itten last year in which
you noted that a studt>nt 's tuition
does not pay ror the entire costs of
his/her education. What percent
does it pay?
RP : I don't know. P rofessor St. Antione when he was Dean of the Law
SchO:,l, guessed that about 50 per·
cent was tuition, 25 percent was
from State funds, and 25 percent was
from private sources. These are
funny figures. J don't dispute them .

,
though, Totenberg would not be left
without a career. " If 1 weren't a reporter (or NPR," she said, " I'd just be a
reporter for someone else."
Asked whether her close and frequent
work with courts and the law ever
a roused an interest in becoming a
lawyer , Totenberg gave a quick look of
relief, and responded wilh a quick and

definite, " No. "

pag:"::•"'

•'•babty ''"e .

sut

estimating value of the buildings is
difficult. The value of William
Cook's contribution of the buildings
continues year after year, but the
contribution was ma de many years
ago.
l would wager that about 85·90
percent of student aid given to law
students is a result of some earlier
benefactor.
RG : Are there any plans for additiona l building In the immediate
futur e?
JtP : I don't think so. There a re
some people who would like to re-do
some of the rooms. like room 116.
There is also, on each noor of the
new library , an additional 5000
square feet running along Tappan,
that is cemented in, behind the
current walls. All the air ducts are
in place, as is the plumbing and most
of the electricity . We found it much
less expensive over the long run to
have this space made when we built
the new library. So the space is now
there and we may do something with
it m the future.
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by Lynn Smitb-Capehart

The major purpose of the small-section ca se clubs
is to " provide training in legal research, analysis
and writing and an introduction to oral advocacy."•
However, it seems to me that the a pproach of permi tting senior judges carte-blanche responsibility
is flawed because it creates disparities in the
student work load and therefo r e. relative
disparities in the benefil derived.
For example, one of the first semester's assignments was a library research project. Some case
clubs had to spend 17-18 hours completing the
assignment, while others were able to finish tt in 4-5
hours. If the objective of lhis kind of work is to give
us all the same basic information on how to use the
library, then the discrepancies in time necessary
for completion suggest that either some students
are being unnecessarily overworked or that others
are being inproperly prepared.
Also, the number and kind of assignments are not
even-handedly apportioned among ca se clubs. In
the fall , some students are assigned two open
memos, others only one. One club had to give oral

load is a function of its judge's wor k load. If students work harder it is because their judge works harder. We should be carefullest we create a system
that is too rigid and does not allow for any individual
preferences in teaching method , which would undermine the purpose of case clubs as much as no
structure at all. The compromise between these
two extremes would be to permit judges to val'}
assignment length, number and variety withir;
reasonable limits to be decided by faculty ad...iso~
and senior judges. with consideration for opinions of
first-year students.
Moreover, since legal research training is so Vital
to a lawyer's ca reer s kills, perhaps an improvement could be made on the way students are
introduced to the law library. I refer to the taped
tour, necessitating much blind bungling and leaving
the sour taste of frus tration in lhe student's mouth
which is naturally wide open in wonderment. The
tour fails in its purpose of demonstrati ng how to use
the library . Maybe more could be derived by
having second-year students <orientation leaders'
junior clerks?> take small groups through the

Driving Drunk
A few weeks ago, the husband of a Michigan
law student was killed by a drunk driver.
It seems like a complete waste. Millions of
Americans drive drunk every year. Most of
the people we know have, at one time or
another, gotten plowed, and still driven home.
It's such a normal state of affairs that we don't
think much about it.
But this time the drunk driver killed
someone. And this time the accident involved
someone in our law school community. And
this time, we can do something about it.
As individuals, we can take constructive action, but even more importantly, as lawyers
we can work to prevent the senseless destruction of drunk driving. Of course it's up to us to
recognize when we have had too much to
drink ; it's up to us to stop drunk friends from
driving. But that has always been true.

As lawyers, and future lawyers, we have a
special power, and a special responsibility. As
legislators we can try to pass bills imposing
stricter sanctions on drunk drivers. As judges
we can be less lenient with drunk drivers,
especially second and third time offenders. As
officers of the court, we can do our part to see
that the drunk driving laws are enforced. We
can also support the development of autoignition systems which would make it more
difficult for drunks to start their cars.
Life is full of risks; we continue to take them
because it's necessary to get on with living.
But drunk drivers force unknown , unnecessary risks on other people. There's no
excuse for driving drunk ; we don't have to
tolerate drunk driving, whether as individuals ,
or as lawyers.
Anne Gaughan has requested that anyone who
wishes ro make a memorial contribution send it to
Mothers Againsr Drunk Driving, P.O. Box 9/45,
Livonia, M! 48151.

arguments independent of other work. Another club
had a quiz on blue book information, while one had
to write up jury instruc tions. Perhaps a better approach would be to review the va rious judges'
teaching methods and then des1gn an overall
program based on the strongest and most sensible
way of accomplishing the club's purpose as staled
above.
I do not mean to suggest that the fault lies with the
senior judges. The lack of method and concrete
guidelines demands tha t they fill in with personal
ideas in order to create an agenda for the semester.
Moreover. case clubs give first years a chance to interact with upperclass persons in an informal atmosphere and to gain the benefits of the judge's
classroom, interview and work experience. Nor do
I see any real weaknesses in giving third-year
students almost the entire res ponsibility of
developing proper writing and oral s kills in new
students. However, senior judges should administer and implement the case club program ;
they s hould not be individually res ponsible for its
s ubs tance.
Establis hing a guideline for work loads would also
be fair to the judges because any case club work

library, making explanations and showing exam·
pies . It would be helpful to have someone there to '
answer and dtscuss questions immediately After
the tour, a set of predetermined questions could be
given to students, amounting to a mini library
assignment, while the information is s till fresh 10
mind. This would perhaps eliminate the need for an
extended library assignment later. Then everyone
could be sure that a certain amount of specific
knowledge was being imparted. A personal guide IS
as necessary for the library tour as it is for the Le:us
tr aining because you learn better and you learn
m ore, faster , when there is a person there with
whom to interact.
It is indisputable that the University of Michigan
Law School deserves its fine reputation. It is
equally indisputable that development of wnting
and advocacy skills is an essential element of a
legal education a nd therefore, should not be handled
haphazardly. From the vantage poinl of many first·
year students, the current method simply does not
meas ure up to the high quality of the rest of lhe Jaw
school.

*Law School Bulletin , 1983/84, pg. 35
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Reader Questions Faculty Story
To the editor :

Your article, " Faculty finds right stuff in Krier
and White," upset and discouraged me. The writer
missed one of the most obvious similiarities : both
Krier and White are white males. Except for
Professor Wade McCree. all the other professors
hired during Dean Sandalow 's time have been white
males. I'm not blaming the Dean ; his role in the
selection process seems to be equal to the rest of the
faculty . But Dean Sandalow's comment, " I'm not
sure that students have an adequate sense of how
seriously these decisions are taken," betrayed a
definite defensiveness. That comment upsets me,
because it dismisses the seriousness of students'
criticism in a patronizing fashion, thoroughly
sidestepping the questions of women and minority
facultv hirine.

In addition to the Dean's remark, I was curious
a bout the faculty member' s remark that the
decision 'to hire was like making a decision to marry
a certain person . It seems that interracial
marriages are still pretty new to the faculty.
Not only am I disappointed by the lack of women
and minorities on the faculty , but I a m discouraged
by the fact that this year even the visiting
professors are all white and male. My complaint is
not against the individuals hired but against the
selection process the faculty takes so seriously. The
whole ar ticle reminded me that the faculty , while
looking for "new blood" are still only looking for
"P .L.U." (People like us) which almost always
means white and male.
I wonder how many women and minorities
clerked for judges when Krier clerked for Traynor?
How many are there now? Ever wonder how many

women and minority judges there are? Who gets
hired at Foley, Hoag in Boston and Arnold & Porter
in Washington, D.C.? How many women and
minorities work for these fi rms?
By focusing on the narrow criteria of law review
articles and clerkships with federa l judges, the
fa culty will continue to find few minor ities and
women that they think are qualified. More impor- .
tantly, after a person gets through all the traditiona l
hoops, how different can they be from others inculcated with the same values, having followed the
same narrow route.
If the law school were truly committed to quality,
as they claim, they would understand that true
diversity invigorates and stimulates growth. The
selection process used for hiring fac ulty does not
seem to promote diversity ; rather it promotes inbreeding.
-Gregoria Vega-Byr nes 3L

Profs Doubt Legality Letters Protest Invasion
of Grenada Invasion
By Brad Heinz
A standing room only crowd assembled in room 150 yesterday at noon to
hear five professors speak on the
legality of the Grenada invasion. Prof.
Alex Aleinikoff began the discussion by
noting that he and fellow panelists Sam
Estep, Frederick Schauer, Ted Stein
and Joseph Weiler had "grave doubts"
about the "wisdom of the invasion from
a policy perspective." However, the
discussion focused on the legality of the
invasion under the U.S. Constitution,
the War Powers Act and International
Law.
Aleinikoff described the Wa r Powers
Act which was passed to give Congress
some input into the use of troops in
hostilities. Estep and Aleinikoff pointed
out that the Act was weakened by
language purporting to leave the
P resident with inherent powers derived
from the Constitution and which have

been exercised historical1y. This clause
could limit the effectiveness of the Act.
Schauer doubted the Constitutional
authority of President Reagan to take
the actions he did in Grenada. Schauer
said that the President was not responding to a real emergency such that he
could not first get congressional approval according to the Constitutional
scheme.
Stein and Weiler pointed out that
there is no clear authority in international law for the invasion. Article
2 ( 4) of the UN Charter provides that no
member may use force against another
member state. Although the "inherent
right of self defense." intervention
on invitation of the Grenadan Government, humanitarian intervention, and
intervention pursuant to a regional plan
are arguable justifications for the use·
of force, none of these arguments
seemed compelling to Stein or Weiler
on the facts known to them .

Ousted from Senate
rrom

pag~ ~

Senator Eric Hard expressed concern
that the automatic ouster of the three
conser vative representatives would
reduce the diversity of viewpoints on
the senate. The senate approved a
motion, S-2 to consider reinstating the
ousted members if they appear at the
next meeting.
Secretary Chris Chambers and
Senator Dennis Terez opposed the
motion. Terez noted that it was flyback
season and moved instead to amend the
LSSS constitution. Terez was ruled out
of order and he failed to resubmit his
motion. Chambers argued that the matter should be handled informally. but
Lancaster reminded the Senate that
ousted members invoked the rules
fre quently during the budgeting
process.
Cassin could not be reached for
comment on Monday night. Sharp explained that he had been bogged down
by flybacks and moot court activities.
However he added, "since we had the
hassle over the budget, I don't think
a nything has been brought before the

senate that merits any body's time."
Although Sharp knew that the Ad Hoc
Faculty Search committee would appear on Monday to give a report, he
contends that the reports should be in
writing and that the faculty controls
hiring anyway. As a Board of Governors representative, Sharp held a twoyear term on the senate.
I N OTH ER SEl\'ATE l\'EWS, students on the Faculty Hiring and Ad Hoc
Faculty Search committees reported
that the faculty's approach to hiring
remains steady. The faculty continues
to look for women and minorities like
" needles in a haystack." A woman who
accepted a position at another law
school told members of the Ad Hoc
committee that hiring women and
minorities in groups of three might
make the school more attractive by
reducing problems of '·tokenism." Ad
Hoc committee Chairperson Ann
Cooper remarked that consciousnessrais ing activities constituted the
greatest achievements of her committee thus far .
Kathy Biberstein, a student member
of the Faculty Hiring Committee, said

By Bruce Vielmetti
Almost 100 law students wrote letters
to about 20 different U.S. congressmen
last week to protest the invasion of
Grenada. The two day letter wr iting
drive was sponsored by the law school
chapter of the National Lawyers Guild.
The group had held an " emergency"
meeting October 30 to plan a response
to the invasion.
Guild member Ned Miltenberg said
the group also distributed nearly 400
pamphlets of varied editorial comment
on the invasion collected by NLG members. He said members also interviewed U of M faculty for their interpretations and analysis of the invasion.
Some critics saw NLG's immediate
- condemnation of the invasion as a
typical " kneejerk " reaction , formulated before all the facts were in,
Miltenberg said. He said his answer to
the charges was that "in ma ny respects, the invasion was not a surprise; it
was totally consistent with Reagan's
policies." Miltenberg said people who
opposed the administration's general
Central Amer ican policies could
foresee what the g overnment's
justifying facts would be.
Miltenber g called the invasion
dangerous and inappropr iate, and said
it would undercut U.S. criticism of
Soviet involvement in Afghanistan.
The U.S.'s failu re to consult
with
its
allies
or
consider
their
op1010ns
was
" pretty
arr ogant,'' said Hanan Kolko, another
NLG member. " It 's ]ust the wrong
thing to do," he said.
" Particularly for lawyers," Millenberg added. " Lawyers a re supposed to
uphold laws to adjudicate disputes.
There are certain rights of individuals
and nations that should remain - inviolable."
that hiring needs are particularly acute
in the areas of international law. tax
and tor ts. She reported that the faculty
is concentrating on finding faculty
replacements in traditional a reas of
law ra ther than in new areas s uch as
high technology.
THE SENATE A NNOUNCED on
Monda y that it would solicit input this
semester from student organizations on
how to improve the budgeting process
in the future. The senate will conduct
hear ings on the issue next semester .

Miltenberg was also " shocked and
disappointed" that more people weren't
more upset about the press restrictions
imposed during the first days of the
Grenadian invasion. Citiag a recent
repor t that letters to newspapers were
running about 4-1 a pproving the temporary restrictions, he sa id it was
" almost like willful blindness."
Kolko said the letter writing cam·
paign was just to let congressmen know
more than a few columnists disagreed
with the invasion. ' 'The amount of letters they get now will affect what they
do next in Central America,·' he said.
"Basically it's just a question of how
cynical are you?" Kolko said. " The
more cynical you are, the more you'll
think this won't do anything. The less
cynical, the more you're willing to
write.''
Frank Heintz, one of about 20 local
NLG members planning to attend a
rally and march in Washington, D.C. on
Sunday to protest current administration policy in Central Amer ica,
said even an immediate withdrawal of
all U.S. troops from the island would
nol make the letters or the march moot
points.
" If Reagan gets behind in the polls,''
Heintz said, "he may use another
military misadventure to gain emotion
and suppor t."
NLG members working last week's
table got the impression that most
people are still waiting for more facts
about the invasion's background to
emerge before they harden their
opinions on its propriety.
" People are cautious about another
long military involvement
in
somewhere like Nicaragua," Millenberg said, " but yet they' re eager to
avoid another embarr assment like
Iran."

CORRECTIO N

Last week. the Res Gestae incorrectly
reported that no minority studen ts
submitted notes in last year 's Law
Review com petition. Two black students submitted notes.
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IWomen and the Law

J

WLSA Seeks Input on Possible New Course
"The naturul and proper tim1dity and
dl'licacy wh1ch belongs to tht female sex
evidently ufl/its it for many of the occupations of civil life.
The poramoum
destiny and mission of women art' to f ulfill
the noble and benign offices of Wife and
mother. This is the law of lhl' creator. "

Bradwell v. lllinols, 8J U.S. 130 (1873)

In the late 1860's, Myra Bradwell
sought admission to the fllinois Bar.
She had studied law, run a private
school, actively engaged in civic work.
and founded the Chicago Lega l News.
But Justice Bradley saw her and all
women as fit only for domestic life ; the
Supreme Court upheld the Ulinois law
denying women the right to practice
law. In the 19th and early 2~th centuries ,
American
courts
and
legis latures systems tically excluded
women from professional and economic
life, while common law doctrines such
as interspousal immunity from tort
suits and nonenforcement of marilal
contracts left women without remedies
for grievances arising out of their

domestic lives.
Just as surely as the legal system has
discriminated against women in the
past. the law today plays a critical role
in granting them equality. Antidiscrimination legislation such as the
Equal Pay Act and Title of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 provide tools for
gaining equality in the world of work.
The Supreme Court has developed a
doctrine of heightened scrutiny of sexbased classifications as it struggles
with women's issues such as unequal
Socia l Security and pension benefits.
antiabortion legislation, and the
relation of women to the military.
Today women's legal issues are among
the most contro versial and fa stchanging areas of the law.
Although these issues are tangentially addressed in some of the courses
presently offered at the Jaw school, only
one course can bring them together a nd
sharpen the focus of study - a course on
Women and the Law. Women and the
Law is taught regularly in many of the

<granting women the right to vote),
F ourteenth Amendment EquaJ Protection , and the Equal Rights Amendment ;
2)
Employment
d iscrim ina t ion. foc using on the
statutory rights embodied in Tille VII,
the Equal Pay Act, a nd Executive Order 11246 3) Sex role discrimination in
fa m ily law, particularly, marriage,
divorce, child custody a nd alimony; 4)
Women and criminal law, including
criminal sexual codes. prostitution, and
prison reform. and 5) Reproductive
issues such as abortion, contraception,
and sterilization.
WLSA is planni ng to submit a
proposal to Dean Sandalow requesting
that this course be offered here at
Michigan once again. Before we do so,
we would like to solicit lhe thoughts and
concer ns of other law students on this
topic. Please take the time to fill out
the brief survey printed below, and
drop it in one of the boxes outside of
Room 100.
Thanks for your cooperation.
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4. Any additional com ments?
For more information, or if you would like to help with this
: project, please leave a note at the WLSA office in the basement
• of Hutchins Hall.
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Arts
Big Chill Trivializes Loss of Hope
By John Ramsay
If you expect a penetrating, thoughtful exploration of the difficulties of
coping with middle age and the loss of
youthful ideals, The Big Chill will
leave you ice cold. If you expect a slick,
lighthearted look at the awkwardness

Lion. We are presented with a lawyer
who has abandoned a legal aid job for a
lucrative corporate practice, a writer
for People magazine (" I once summarized a person's en lire life story in 32
paragraphs''), the television star of a
vapid action/ adventure series, the

leThe movie veers sharply off course and sputters
along through the exploration of the ways in which
the friends have learned to cope with life on the outside~ spiced with the comic antics of their confrontations with each other.,,
of attempting to reestablish old friendships, you will no doubt rind the film
more palatable, but even in this regard
there are serious fl aws that will be difficult to overlook.
Directed and co-written by Lawrence
Kasdan, The Big Chill chronicles the
weekend reunion of a group of friends
who have gone their separate ways since their days as students at Michigan
during the midst of sixties social turmoil. They have been drawn together
by the suicide death and funeral of
Alex, a mutual friend and drifter who
has bled himself to death in the cabin he
had built on the estate of two of the
group members, the successful owner
of a shoe business and his physician
wife.
The movie is cleverly put together in
a number of ways, beginning with the
early quick series of close-up shots
focusing on a pair of hands carefully
dressing a man in suit and lie. The import of the sequence becomes clear
when we see the long, stitched cuts on
the subject's wrist. The funeral seen~
itself sets a tempo of wry humor mixed
with acute sadness. " Where did Alex's
hope go? " the minister asks.
The question is intriguing but
strangely is left largely abandoned for
~e remainder of the Ctlm. Indeed, once
Alex has been laid safely to rest, the
power and poignancy that motivate the
opening scenes seems likewise to submerge. The movie veers sharply off
course and sputters along through the
exploration of the ways in which the
friends have learned to cope with life on
the outside, spiced " ·ith the comic antics of their confrontations with each
other.
The c haracters are themselves
neatly blocked out Cperhaps loo neatly)
so as to emphasize the conflicts that
persist as they try for material success.
often at the expense of personal convic-

dissatisfied wife of a television ad
executive whose greatest desire is to
make it with the TV star , and the shoe
mogul who is currently engaged in
illegally passing on inside information
relating to stock of his company. These
people have all sold out in varying

represent a generation of lost souls, a
youth that is too numb or too tired to
care. In fact, her evident indifference
finally breaks down when she sorts
through Alex's belongings, and the
vulnerability she projects provides
perhaps the film 's most powerful
moment. Her honesty manages to cut
through the ambivalence that plagues
the movie generally. When the group, in
discussing the mystery of Alex' s
suicide, questions her as to his
behavior, she replies, " I haven't known
many happy people in my life. How do
they act?"
Unfortunately, such moments are
few and far between , and director/ cowriter Kasdan is content to
abandon a search for clues to the death
of Alex, or the film 's existence. In fair·
ness, the comic scenes are often quite
funny, when viewed in isolation. Particularly well done is the dilemma
facing the lawyer, acted by Mary Kay

Hit is almost as if Kasdan, after raising important

social and personal issues and then q uickly
retreating into self-indulgent humor, protests that
he was only kidding, after all . .. , ~
degrees and most feel dissatisfied in
some measure by the course their lives
have taken.
The other characters are more complex. William Hurt plays a Vietnam vet,
a man who has not sold out but is also
clearly the most profoundly unhappy of
the group. His comic moments are experlly executed, but unlike most of the
others, he does not allow them to overwhelm the character. Hurt and the
physician, played by Glenn Close, who
once experienced a brief but passionate
fling with Alex, are the only two central
figures who generate true warmth, at
points even pathos. To their_ credit,
Hurl and Close bring some stability and
singleness of purpose to the film ,
without which it would risk dissolving
into a rapid gunfire barrage of staged
jokes, something like a slightly
sophisticated version of " Eight is
Enough".
Finally, Meg Tilley deserves special
mention as the young girlfriend of Alex
who shared the cabin with him before
his death. Apparently frivolous and
unemotional in the face of her lover's
death, Tilley dominates at every point
she is on-screen with a compelling and
credible performance that appears to

Place, who wants very much to be a
mother but has been unable to snag a
suitable husband. Having abandoned
hope of matrimonial bliss, she searches
the male members of the group for

3L Party: Max Face time
Four third year Jaw students have
announced their intentions to throw
discretion to the winds and open a no·
holds-barred dance club in Ann Arbor.
The club, to be caliPd "Club Peoria ,"
wiU open Friday . November ll and will
feature the hottest and latest in recorded dance music and fashionable
posturing. It will be located upstairs at
the Heidelberg Restaurant, 215 North
Main Street in downtown Ann Arbor.
The students , Scott Dew. Dan
Sherrick, Mark Schreier, and Joe Cohn,
have a long history of successful law
school parties and are hoping they can
reproduce that magic on a larger,
commercial scale. " We've won their
hearts," notes Sherrick, the group's
conscience and until recently a noted
law school Marxist, "Now we want
their money. " The four are evasive,
however, both as to their specific plans
and as to the m ysterious name they've

TRAVEL INC.
STUDENTS

FACULTY

someone to act as stud, and the conflict
1s resotvea wnen llle hostess-doctor of·
fers the services of her husband.
The problem is that the serious con·
frontations between the actors fall flat
so often that the comedy becomes, not
comic relief, but the focal point of the
story, which requires viewers to attempt somehow to laugh off any indication
of serious purpose. l n some cases, the
comedy is just poorly placed. The resull
is that the movie seems not to know
where it wants to go, and its indecision
is likely to lead viewers to feel vaguely
dissatisfied. It is almost as if Kasdan,
after raising important social and per·
sonal issues and then quickly retreating
into self-indulgent humor, protests that
he was onJy kidding, after all, and he
seems to chide us for taking him so
seriously. He tells us we are supposed
to feel for these people, and then he
makes a mockery of them and their
predicaments. Perhaps he has merely
discovered in midstream that he bas
nothing very important to say but
suggests that we might as well have a
few laughs, as long as we are i.n the
theater .
It is not essential that a good movie
contain an important message, but
every good movie must have a purpose.
The absense of consistent purpose Is the
Achilles heel of The Big Chill. By
triviali.zing the very questions it asks, it
plays a cheap joke on its a udience and
loses the credibility it strives so hard at
times to achieve.

chosen for their club. " We're just sick
of playing darts all the time," oCfered
Scott Dew, C.E.O. of Empty Gesture
Productions, the group's name, adding,
"This is something new." As for the
name, Mark Schreier, the gr oup's
glamor boy and publicist, explains with
a wink that "Peoria is where we're at. .
. if you know what 1 mean." Joe Cohn,
the group's theorist, by way of further
explanation insists, " I've been to clubs
in New York ," refusing to explain fur·
ther.
With or without explanation and
wherever they're " at •·, the budding
impresarios are hoping their brand of
punkfunkwavepop music will fill the
dance club void in Ann Arbor.
Doors will open at 9:00 on Friday .
There will be a cash bar. For further
information call the Heidelberg at 6637758.
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Features
On Contests , Coke and the Internal Revenue Code
By Michael Mueller

What did you do with your las t personal letter from a s miling Ed McMahon? You know, the one that came
around the beginning of the term.
proclaiming : "You may have already
won a million doUars !'' l used to be a
s ucker for contests. The first time 1
read tha t I borrowed a quick million
from Ann Arbor Bank & Trust, pledged
the contest money as security, bought a
nice litUe tax s helter in the Caribbean
on a nonrecourse mortgage with my car
as downpayment, and went to H & R
Block to see what kind of deductions I
had become eligible for.
Did I win? Was the property deductible? I didn'l. It wasn't. I should have
known, of course. Had 1 truly won, the
IRS would have dropped by for dinner. I
sold the property encumbered by the
mortgage and look enough cash to pay
my tuition for a term . How was 1 to
know that St. George's Medical School
would become hot property?
Thank goodness my loan officer was
dumber than I was. They lost track of
me in the paper s huffle when Ann Arbor
Bank merged with First of America. I
even got my car back ; I had kept a set
d keys in the case the Caribbean was "out"
that year .
Now I just stash Ed in the bathroom
when he arrives. l don't even bother
anymore to scrape off the little silver
spots to see if I' ve already won.
Anyway, it's better reading material
than the Internal Revenue Code. And it
comes in bandy when there's a local run
on the Charm in
Irish Sweepstakes? ln the bathroom .
Reader's Digest? Right next to the can.
Publisher's Clearing House? They' re
all there. Maybe I'd ent.er more often if
they got my name right at least. " Mr.
Michael J . Mueller." "Mrs. Michelle

'

Mueller ." " Michael Occupant." Letters s till come addressed to former
residents who have moved on and seen
severa l generations of putative heirs
raised and buried. It's twice a s bad after you setUe down. Warning: Ladies, if
you're a s erious Sweepstakes participant, keep you r maiden name.
They'll never get it right again.

With my luck, the only
(fE', would be in a vending machine in the
Aleutian Islands. Well,
some Aleut wot:ld appreciate a trip to Florida a
hell of a lot more than I
ever could.
The next day at lunch I got a "U. "
The £o1Jowing day a '·T." Hey, maybe
there was something to this game. I
hung a game card on the inside of my
locker door and taped the letlers lo it
one by one. 1 began checking cups that
other students had left behind. This was
a contest I could enjoy. At least lhey
didn't spell my name wrong.
Within a few weeks, I bad spelled
SUPRRIP, GVlO, and VO. Easy stuff.
But then I began lo rationalize, which is
a dangerous thing for any serious contestant. " Who am I kidding? There are
no "E"s. For a minute I was determined to rip up my game card and
rejoin the mundane real world.
But then an omen! By divine
revelation, an " E '' was shown to me on
the floor. Was it The Fates? Perhaps it
was the god of Coke (not to be confused
with any deity worshipped by John

deLorean) leading me from despair and
putting me back on the s traight and
narrow. Then another " E "! Then
another ! Some ignoramus had thrown
away the key to Contestant's Ni r vana! I
was back in the running.

The way I figure it, who needs a
million anyway? It's just a big tax
headache. T ake game shows, for
example. I'll bel that for every two cars
Carol Merrill has shown behind Door
Number 3, the Commissioner has one of
them in his private fleet. Contestants
are usually left with a few hubcaps af
ter tRC 74, Prizes and Awards See
Kahn, 1 Sum & Substance 71. Don't
bother with the Code; Kahn is authority
enough with the Commissioner.
Anyway, one day last month the ARA
n.an put up some game cards on the
Coke machine in the student lounge.
Despite my disdain for contests, 1 ordered a Coke. I ripped off the tab; I got
an " R." Big deal. Monte Hall was a lot
more fun than t his. Besides, I had a
hunch that the rest of the letters were
scattered across the fifty states. With
my luck, the only "E'' wouJd be in a
vending m achine in the Aleutian Islands. Well, some Aleut would a ppreciate a
trip to Flor ida a hell of a lot more than I
ever could.

A prosecutor working on an attempted rape case
asked the victim : "What did the defendant say as he
was tearing your dress ?"
"The words are so obscene, I can't say them in
public."
The prosecutor paused, "Would you be able to
write them down?"
The witness did so. She wrote that the defendant
said: "1 want to-- - - you."
The note was admitted into evidence and shown to
the jury. Joror No. 1, No 2. No. 3 and so on. When it
got to No. 11, an atlractive young wonan, she read it
and fold it back up. She turned to No. 12 and
discovered he had dozed off.
She nudged him and handed him the note.
Juror No. 12 read it. looked at No. 11, smiled and
put the note into his pocket. The bailiff started
waving his arms, asking No. 12 to give the note
back. "That 's evidence." the bailiff said.
' 'No it's not," said No. 12, " It's personal."
American Bar Association J ournal, October 1983.

I'll bet that for every two
ca,·s Carol Merrill has
sh .J wr. behind Door
Number 3, the Tax
Commissioner has one of
them in his private fleet.
Flybacks are about the only thing
Lhat will get me off campus now. Even
then I have an ulterior motive. 1 figure
that the company which designed this
contest would never put more than one
of the rare letters in any one state. So
whether I'm in Ch1cago, or New York or
D .C., I check out the local ARA
m achines.

Am I quixotic? Perhaps, but it's the
Quest that spurs me on. II they keep
this contest running until l987, I'll hang
around the garbage until then. Unfortunately, even if I win there is stiU the
little problem of IRC 74. With all the
•. money I've donated to the ARA,
Now the game is controlling my life. I
perhaps a charitable deduction is in orknow I'm being manipulated, but I
der. If the Commissioner won't buy it, I
can't stop. I don't even like Coke very
guess I'll just have to ask him
much. I've forsaken Spr ite. l hang
along as m y guest. I just hope
around the lounge, except for brief
be's already been on Space Mountain.
recesses for classes. I' ve taken to
Ed, you can stop s miling now.
rummaging through trash cans late at
night before lhe scary-looking janitor
empties them. I don't even bother to
'vf1chaef Mueller is a 2L hanging
drink my Coke before I peel off the let
around the student lounge, searching
ters, in search of the elusive "T ," ''D"
fora "T".
and ''K" It's like when I was a child : I

Law in the Raw
Baby it's you

used to d1g for the prize at the bottom of
the cereal box 3S soon as I opened it.
CHeiJ, l stiU do. l But the rare " T"
promises to be a better prize than any
mere glow-in-the-dark Crunchbe rry
Beasl.

compiled b) Mike Woronorr and Laura Kt>lsey Rhodes

Now That's Deterrence
Chico, California- A proposed ordinance in this
West Coast city will make it a misdemeanor to drop
a hydrogen bomb anywhere in the community.
Anyone caught doing so would face a fine of up to
$500 and six months in jail.
National Law Journal, Oct. 31, 1983

Justice is Blond
Montgomery County, Md.-Asst. Slate's Attorney
Martha Kavanaugh was about to prosecute a case
when the judge asked the jurors one final question :
Did anyone feel they should be excused?
One panel member, a 62-year-old man, approached the bench and quietly asked the judge lo
relieve him of jury duty. The reason: he said he
was sexually attracted lo the fair-haired Ms.
Kavanaugh and thought he would not be able to concentrate.
The judge dismissed the juror for what he thought
was a legitimate excuse.

Case of the Week
An Augus ta bus mess ordinance exhaustively lists
trades and businesses subject to a license tax and
further specifies that a $50 license should be paid by
any agent not specifically mentioned .
This fee was imposed on plaintiffs, owners of
Blackie the talking cat, a feline who has made paid
appearances and spoken on radio and television
shows such as "That's Incredible." but at the time
of the suit was merely speaking for contributions on
lhe streets of Augusta
The plaintiffs brought an action in Blackie's
behalf, claiming, inter alia, that the ordinance infringed upon Blackie's right to free speech. The
court would not hear this cJatm, however, first
because Blackie is not protected by the Bill of
Rights; and second, even if he were, there is no need
for plaintiffs to assert his right jus tertii, since
" Biackie can clearly speak for himself.''
Miles v. City Council of Augusta. Ga., 701 F . 2d 1542
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